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Pitched green roofs? Certainly! 

Extensive green roofs are easily established on roof pitches of up to 35° 

provided the special features of the roof are taken into consideration: 

greater shear forces, faster water run-off and varying exposure to the 

sun in a North-South location.  

In addition to a system build-up that is suitable for the building, together 

with an appropriate drainage element, the correct choice of substrate and 

plants, for example, pre-cultivated vegetation mats, an anti-erosion net and 

additional irrigation, the primary consideration is the occurring shear 

forces. The shear forces will vary depending on roof pitch, roof size, the 

weight of the green roof and assumed snow loads. In order to ultimately 

transfer these forces to the roof substructure, stable eaves and possibly 

additional shear barriers are required. 

ZinCo has developed Shear Fix LF 600 for this application, a shear retainer 

made of stainless steel, providing a permanently safe and elegant solution. 

It has a load capacity of 600 kg and is installed in connection with stainless 

steel Eaves Profiles TRP at the eaves or as a shear barrier on the roof area.  

Shear Fix LF 600 consists of a base plate (140 mm × 90 mm) and a 

support bracket (140 mm × 60 mm, height 100 mm), that are to be fully 

sealed to DIN 18195-5 standard using the loose flange / fixed flange 

principle. The base plate is mounted as a fixed flange onto a solid sealed 

substructure, made of solid wood or concrete, and is professionally sealed 

all round.  
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A protective layer made of EPDM is fitted over the two threaded bolts, 

resulting in the actual retainer self-sealing as a loose flange construction by 

way of surface pressure. 

This solution replaces the shear barriers that are usually made of wooden 

planks, which require a lot more work to seal. In addition, there can be 

material distortion with wood, resulting in weak points in terms of 

watertightness. 

The stainless steel Eaves Profiles TRP (height approx. 80 or 140 mm, as 

required) are applied to the Shear Fix LF 600. The slotted perforations allow 

for the unobstructed run-off of water. As a result, interruptions and 

inclinations are not required, as would be the case with wooden planks, 

and there is no question of water pockets occurring. 

ZinCo has therefore created a technically perfect detail solution that also 

has the optical advantage of creating a “slender” roof edge. 
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For further information, please contact:  

ZinCo GmbH 
Lise-Meitner-Strasse 2 
72622 Nuertingen 
Tel.: +49 7022 6003-0 
Email: info@zinco-greenroof.com 
www.zinco-greenroof.com 
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The photo material may only be published together with the relevant photo 
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Dateiname: Bergisch Gladbach Miltenyi-20.jpg
Quelle: Onduline Avrasya A.S. 

 
Bildunterschrift: 
Der multifunktionale Systemaufbau „Dachgarten“ ist 
ideal für alle Varianten der Intensivbegrünung. 

File name: SystemaufbauSchrägdach mit FS75 
Schubfix_ LF 600.jpg 

Caption: 
Shear Fix LF 600 and Eaves Profile TRP 140 are 
installed at a slight distance to the roof eaves, 
providing for a visually “more slender” roof edge. 
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Caption: 
Creating a green roof on a pitched roof is not a 
problem provided the special features of the roof 
are taken into consideration. 
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Caption: 
In this case, roof pitch approx. 30°, another shear 
barrier was installed in addition to the stable eaves 
upstand. 


